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Orientation of graphitic planes during the bias-enhanced nucleation
of diamond on silicon: An x-ray absorption near-edge study
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The bias-enhanced nucleation of diamond on Si~100! is studied by angle-dependent x-ray absorption
near-edge spectroscopy~XANES!. During diamond nucleation, a graphitic phase is also detected.
The angle dependence of the XANES signal shows that the graphitic basal planes are oriented
perpendicular to the surface. Implications of this result on the mechanism of bias-enhanced
nucleation are discussed. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S0003-6951~98!01646-5#
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The nucleation of diamond on Si during chemical vap
deposition~CVD! is greatly enhanced by application of
negative substrate bias.1 This process, often known as bia
enhanced nucleation~BEN!, has become very common in th
growth of diamond thin films. The mechanisms leading
the nucleation enhancement are not clear, although bomb
ment of ions with an energy of;100 eV seems a key
condition.2

The diamond/Si interface formed during BEN is poor
known. Some authors report an abrupt interface,3 while oth-
ers propose an extended interface containing either an in
mediate SiC~Ref. 4! or a graphitic interlayer.2 Formation of
an abrupt C/Si interface is somehow striking due to the la
lattice mismatch between C and Si~more than 30%!. In a
previous x-ray absorption near-edge spectroscopy~XANES!
study we reported the presence of graphitic phases during
bias enhanced nucleation, without SiC being detected.5

Structural models have proposed the presence of a
phitic phase at the interface accommodating the lat
mismatch.2 Since graphite is mechanically anisotropic, bei
easily compressed perpendicular to its basal planes, it se
more favorable to have the graphitic planes oriented perp
dicular to the surface. This preferential orientation has
been observed so far in diamond growth, although it is w
known in the case of the isoelectronic material BN.6

Angle-dependent XANES studies take advantage of
near-linear intrinsic polarization of synchrotron radiation
elucidatep bond orientation.7 Basically, the intensity from
p* states follow a cosine-squared dependence with the a
between the light and thep bonds, according to dipole se
lection rules, while thes* states are insensitive to the ang
of incidence of the light. It has proved its power in the ca
of BN films lacking long range order which exhibited
though, a clear orientation of the basal planes.8,9 A similar
study is presented here for diamond nucleation, showing
under bias conditions leading to a large nucleation dens
there is a graphitic phase with the basal planes oriented
pendicular to the surface. Voltages below and above the
timal bias voltage range of 100–200 V result in a sma
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nucleation density and the loss of the preferen
orientation.10

The diamond nuclei were formed on Si~100! oriented
wafers, using a 2.45 GHz ASTEX microwave~MW! plasma
assisted CVD system. Nucleation was favored by applica
of a negative dc bias to the substrate in a mixture of CH4 in
H2 at a pressure of 17 Torr, with a MW power of 450 W an
the substrate held at 850 °C. Different nucleation conditio
were used, with bias voltages between 50 and 250 V, m
ane contents in the gas mixture between 2% and 7%,
nucleation times between 5 and 60 min.

In contrast with most of the studies on diamond nuc
ation, where the BEN stage is followed by a short grow
time to enlarge the nuclei, here we only used BEN con
tions. In this way we avoid modifications of the graphit
layer produced during diamond nucleation. Since graph
etching by the hydrogen plasma is continuously taking pla
a superficial graphite layer grown under BEN conditio
may be modified by the subsequent growth process.

The XANES experiments were performed at the bea
line 8.2 of the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laborato
~SSRL!. The data were collected in the total yield mode
recording the sample current to ground, and were normali
to the signal coming from a gold-covered grid located u
stream in the x-ray path. The sample was rotated to vary
angleu of incidence of the light from 0°~normal incidence!
to 90° ~grazing incidence!.

Since the samples were grownex situand exposed to air
prior to the XANES measurements, the presence of car
contaminants is an important issue. All samples were m
sured as-received and after annealing to 400 °C in ultrah
vacuum conditions. The C~1s! and O~1s! edges were mea
sured for every sample, showing that annealing elimina
C5O contamination, as previously reported.11

Figure 1 shows in the top panel the C~1s! XANES of a
Si substrate with;30% of the surface covered with diamon
nuclei before and after annealing, and in the bottom panel
spectra from a Si substrate fully covered with diamond. T
spectra before annealing are displayed with continuous
and those after annealing with dots. For samples cove
with a diamond film, no signal corresponding to C contam
nation is observed since the diamond surface is very in
1 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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For samples partially covered with diamond nuclei, there
significant contribution of carbon contamination to the C~1s!
spectra, that disappears upon annealing, also having its c
terpart in the oxygen edge.11

We have performed angle dependent XANES meas
ments in several samples before and after annealing to c
that the orientation effect is not an artifact produced either
carbon contaminants in the samples before annealing o
ordering of the graphitic phase after annealing. Figure
shows the spectra of the angle dependent measurement
responding to a Si substrate with diamond nuclei cover
;10% of the surface before annealing~top panel! and those
from a sample with;40% of the substrate covered wit
diamond nuclei after annealing to 400 °C~bottom panel!.
BEN took place with a bias of2200 V. All spectra were
normalized to the maximum intensity. The intensity of t
p* resonance versus angle is displayed in the inset with d
and is fitted to the equation:I 5I orderedcos2 u1I disordered,
plotted with a continuous line. The decrease of thep* inten-
sity as the angle increases corresponds to a preferentia
entation of the graphitic phase with the basal planes nor
to the surface. Since the same behavior is observed in al
BEN samples before and after annealing, the intensity va
tion must be due to the graphitic phase formed during
BEN process, and not to any artifact from carbon conta
nation.

Several test measurements were also performed.
check the effect of contamination, we measured the an
dependence of the carbon signal from a Si wafer without
cleaning treatment. We did not find any dependence of
signal with the angle of incidence of the light. We also me
sured the angle dependence of a sample with a BEN pro
at a bias of 50 V, for which no diamond nuclei were d
tected. The carbon signal shows no dependence with
angle either. For a BEN process with a bias of 250 V we fi
a smaller concentration of diamond nuclei than with 10

FIG. 1. Top panel: XANES spectra from a Si substrate with diamond nu
covering;30% of the surface, asreceived~solid curve! and after annealing
to 400 °C ~dots!. Bottom panel: spectra from a Si substrate fully cover
with diamond, before and after annealing.
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200 V, and a graphitic intensity that changes with the an
without following any clear trend. This evidence sugge
that diamond nucleation in BEN is related to the presence
oriented graphite as an interlayer between diamond and
Si substrate, and that the orientation is somehow induced
bombardment with ions of a certain energy.

Since the height of the diamond nuclei is 100-300
~Ref. 5! and the escape depth of the electrons yielding
XANES signal is;50 Å,12 we can only detect the graphiti
area which is not covered by diamond nuclei. The prefer
tial orientation of the graphitic phase appears always in c
nection with diamond nucleation, suggesting that it is a p
requisite for diamond formation.

The orientation of the graphitic planes can be explain
by the compressive stress produced during thin film grow
assisted by ion bombardment.13 Since graphite is easily com
pressed perpendicular to the planes, formation of an orien
graphitic layer releases the stress generated at the carb
interface. The graphitic interlayer also accommodates
stress due to the lattice mismatch between diamond and
enabling diamond growth. The next question is how diamo
nucleation begins.

According to Robertson, the formation ofsp3 bonding
can be explained by the subplantation of carbon atoms
interstitial positions beneath a graphitic surface,14 which in-
creases locally the density of the subsurface layer, forc
the C atoms to adopt the densersp3 configuration. The ex-
istence of an optimal ion energy is explained because i
which are too slow cannot penetrate the surface layer,
ions too fast are either backscattered or produce a the
spike that anneals the interstitial defect. This model was

i

FIG. 2. Angle-dependent XANES from a BEN sample before annealing~top
panel! and after annealing~bottom panel!. The angle dependence of thep*
resonance intensity, shown in the inset and fitted to a square-cosine
corresponds to graphitic planes oriented normal to the surface.
IP license or copyright; see http://apl.aip.org/apl/copyright.jsp
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tially developed to explain the subsurfacesp3 content in
amorphous carbon. In the context of diamond nucleation,
subplantantion model presents the problem of explaining
observation of diamond nuclei as surface protrusions, wi
height of 100–300 Å, as observed by atomic force micr
copy ~AFM!.

Based on the observation of diamond nuclei at the s
face, we propose the following scenario which takes i
account that the impinging carbon atoms reach the grap
planes normal to the surface. The impinging atoms can
to a single plane following the 2D layer normal to the su
face, or they can bind to more than one basal plane, in wh
case they generate a 3D structure that forces thesp3 hybrid-
ization. The existence of an optimal ion energy can be
plained because ion bombardment facilitates the connec
of basal planes by generation of defects in the hexago
planes, but ions too energetic transformsp3 phases intosp2

phases.15 The final atomic arrangement according to th
model is similar to that proposed by Robertson.2

At this point, it is interesting to notice some similaritie
between diamond andc-BN growth. In boron nitride, it has
been reported that ion bombardment creates a high densi
defects~nitrogen vacancies!,9 and builds up a high biaxia
compressive stress,16 that betweenc-BN and silicon there is
always a layer ofh-BN with the basal planes oriented norm
to the surface,6 and that defect formation can explain th
dependence of the cubic phase content with the momen
transfer in the ion collision.17 Also in BN, when the growth
is not performed under the optimal values of ion energy a
substrate temperature, the cubic phase is not attained, an
orientation of the basal planes is lost.18

The similarities between diamond andc-BN growth sug-
gest a related mechanism. The clue for a complete des
tion of this mechanism may reside on the different energ
involved in the growth processes for these two materi
Diamond growth is favored at substrate temperatures
850 °C and ion energies around 100 eV, whilec-BN growth
is favored at substrate temperatures of 400 °C and ion e
gies around 500 eV.

In conclusion, we have found that during the BEN pr
cess, graphite oriented with thec axis in the surface plane i
also formed. This orientation seems related to the diam
nucleation, suggesting an extended diamond/Si interf
with an oriented graphite interlayer accommodating the
tice mismatch.
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